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M.. = metric thrust, ..M = male, F = female, G = gas pipe thrust, QV = quick connects, SV = profile ring fitting
D = diameter, k = conical, L = length, NW = nominal width, SW = wrench size, IN = media input, OUT = media output, RS = basic position

 Perfect for self-service car wash
 Ergonomic design and easy handling
 Intensive cleaning also in the food industry

FOAM PRODUCTS

Mosmatic Foam Accessories are a great opportunity to complement your existing wash program with 
another lucrative option. You can choose between different options or combine the components yourself. 
The cleaning power of foam is also ideal for the food industry. Foam covering allows for better cleaning 
results, with more concentrated chemical saturation.

Use the Mosmatic foam lance in your existing self-service car wash, any sanitation cleaning task or in your 
facility maintenance program. The integrated air injected mechanism of the foam lance creates thick foam 
for complete surface coverage. Comes with Mosmatic relax action HP gun for ease of use over extended 
periods of time.

The completely stainless steel regulator easily installs between your pressure washer and your high 
pressure hose. By adjusting the chemical dial, determine between thick and thin layers of foam coverage.

Mount the Mosmatic foam head to any existing spray lance. Adjustable flat spray nozzle allows quick 
adjustment for different foam applications. 

Foam Lance  (black)

Part No. L1 L2 IN Weight

29.123 500 700 G3/8" F 1.1 kg

Chemical Regulator 
with metering valve

Part No. L IN/OUT Weight

90.087 2000 M22 0.9 kg

Foam head  (black)
Nozzle attachment for normal HP-lances.

Part No. L IN Weight

29.122 120 G1/4" F 0.15 kg
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L2

TECHNICAL DATA

Pressure 310 bar (31 MPa)
Temperature 100°C
Throughput max. 45 l/min. 
Throughput medium  pH 3-12

CAR WASH HIGH PRESSURE ROTARY UNIONS SONSTIGES


